Temporal features of the responses of primate spinothalamic neurons to noxious thermal stimulation of hairy and glabrous skin.
Extracellular recordings were made from 81 primate spinothalamic (STT) neurons in the L7-S1 segments of the spinal cord. The majority of the sample was recorded from within laminae IV-V. The temporal features of the responses to noxious thermal stimulation of glabrous and hairy skin were studied in an attempt to determine whether natural groupings of STT neurons could be identified on the basis of response time course alone and whether these groups were skin type dependent. The relationship between these groups and those based on static response features (37) was also explored in an attempt to define more fully their potential functional roles. In most STT neurons, the thermally evoked responses typically appeared to have two response components, particularly at stimulus temperatures above 49 degrees C. The first response phase typically peaked within 1-12 s of stimulus onset and then adapted. The second phase slowly rose to a maximum, typically 15-30 s following stimulus onset. The existence of natural groupings of STT neurons based upon the characteristics of these two response components was assessed with a k-means cluster analysis. On the basis of the onset and early peak latencies, two well-defined short and long latency neuronal clusters were found in the responses evoked from both glabrous and hairy skin; these were referred to as the SP1 and LP1 classes, respectively. The glabrous and hairy skin SP1 classes did not differ significantly in either onset or early peak latency for stimuli of 47-55 degrees C. However, the hairy skin LP1 class had significantly shorter onset latencies than the glabrous skin LP1 class for stimuli of 49-53 degrees C, as well as shorter peak latencies for stimuli of 49 and 51 degrees C. The SP1 class constituted 62% of the hairy skin subset, whereas the LP1 class constituted 57% of the glabrous skin subset. A cluster analysis of the late-peak latencies also revealed two subgroups. In the responses evoked from both glabrous and hairy skin, the longer latency classes (LP2) constituted more than 80% of the samples. With one exception, no dependence upon the type of skin that was stimulated was found in the latencies of either the LP2 class or the shorter latency SP2 class. Prior conditioning of the skin with a 30-s thermal pulse of 51-55 degrees C led to a suppression of the early response phase and an enhancement of the late phase in nearly all cases examined (n = 11). This pattern was independent of skin type.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)